


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

At foal + pup, we design, create, and provide casual children’s clothing for little girls ages 

five to nine that mixes west coast culture with an east coast sense of fashion by adding natural 

inspiration to modern trends. Both fun and stylish, foal + pup offers better price zone clothing that 

the sustainably-minded parent and fashionable child alike will enjoy. Foal + pup’s main goal is to be 

a market share leader in merging current trends with sustainable, fair-trade business practices in 

order to create and maintain a world of natural beauty and expression for the future of the stylish 

adventurers we clothe. Our objective is to foster a meaningful connection to a youthful spirit that will 

last the duration of childhood and beyond. At foal + pup we are: inspired by nature, created for 

children, designed fashionably, and made with good conscious. 



 

 

 

 

    

   

   

  

  

     

     

 

   

 

   

  

 

   

    

  

   

 

 

 

    

    

  

TARGET MARKET 

Demographics 

The target market foal + pup aims to serve is little girls aged five to nine who live in the 

United States. This segment makes up 6.3% of the United States population (U.S. Census Bureau, 

2013). The sample group in population studies is often from age six to 11; therefore some data will 

reflect this larger group that the target market falls within. The target market is growing at a steady 

rate according to a Mintel study which claims, “the total number of 6-11-year-olds is expected to 

reach nearly 25 million by 2018, a sizable and potentially lucrative target market” (Erwina, 2013). 

The average number of people in a family with married parents and an eldest child between 

the ages of six and 17 is 4.2 members (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). Of that same family 

unit, the mean annual expenditure on apparel and services is $2,540, with $344 going directly toward 

the apparel of girls aged 2-15 years old (US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). The mean total yearly 

income for all families with children aged 6-17 years old is $114,376 with income dropping when 

there are two or more children in a family (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013). Due to foal + pup’s better 

price point, the target market will occupy the higher half of this average. 

Of all consumer units, those residing in the Northeast and the Western region of the United 

States had the highest mean expenditure on apparel and clothing: $1,816 and $1,801 respectively 

(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). Spending on girls aged 2-15 was also the highest in these 

regions (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). Those consumers who are willing to dedicate a 

larger portion of funds to clothing are the most likely to shop and purchase clothing from foal + pup, 

making those who live in the Northeast and Western United States the prime target market. 

Psychographics 

Most parents of girls aged five to nine can be categorized as Millennials, with ages ranging 

from 21-34 years old. Millennials are the most responsive to sustainability actions; 51% will pay 

extra for sustainable products, including those which foal + pup produce (Nielsen, 2014). While only 



 

 

     

  

 

  

   

   

  

  

 

    

  

 

 

  

 

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

48% of retailers are currently designing environmentally friendly products, over the next two years 

that figure is expected to increase to more than 80% to meet the consumer interest in sustainability 

(RILA, 2013). 

Clothing acquisition for girls comes from multiple sources, but 22% of parents say they 

purchase clothing for their female children aged 6-8 years old. (Lipson, 2013) This confirms the 

proposition that more parents purchase clothing for their child than the 14% that receive hand- me

downs (Lipson, 2013). The power to purchase lies with parents, especially concerning little girls 

where shopping appears to be a family activity; 88% of girls aged 6-11 say their parents or guardians 

go shopping with them and pay for clothes (Lipson, 2013). This data supports the need to please both 

parent and child in the production and marketing of foal + pup clothing. 

There are multiple ways foal + pup reaches the demands of both consumer and customer. 

One of which is creating clothing that follows fashion industry trends. When asked about trends, 

44% of girls aged 6-8 claim that they like to keep up with the latest fashions while shopping (Lipson, 

2013). An additional important aspect of young girls’ lives is the outdoors. Out of all children aged 

6-8 years old, 70% say that playing outside is their most common activity, while that figure 

decreases to 62% with girls aged 6-11 years old (Erwina, 2013). The study found that outdoor 

activity drops as age increases but still remains important to children and to parents, 88% of whom 

believe the best activities are those that get their children moving (Erwina, 2013). By providing 

outdoor inspired clothing, foal + pup is tapping into the appreciation of the outdoors that both the 

target consumer and customer hold. 

Another way foal + pup targets the customer is through sustainability and fair-trade efforts. 

Sustainability impacts brand image along with risk mitigation and 71% of companies report that they 

use sustainability activities to gain these benefits (RILA, 2013). There is correlation between 

sustainable practices, keeping the brand at the top of consumers’ minds, and building trust within the 

community (RILA, 2013). Across 60 countries, 55% of global online consumers said they were 

willing to pay more for products provided by companies that are committed to positive 



 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

environmental and social impact, and that figure holds high at 42% in North America (Nielsen, 

2014). Therefore, foal + pup aims to meet the lifestyle of both parent and child by creating clothing 

that is trendy, outdoor themed, and sustainable. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

  

 

  

  

   

  

  

  

    

   

 

 

   

 

COMPETITOR MARKETING MIX ANALYSIS
 

Product Line Analysis
 

Hanna Andersson is an apparel retailer that was founded in Portland, Oregon. Although 

product line varies over the different distribution channels, Hanna Andersson’s full product line 

includes: girls’ clothing, boys’ clothing, baby clothing, womenswear, sleepwear, swimwear, and 

their newest addition “Hanna Home” (Hanna Andersson, 2015). The clothing is bright and colorful 

with fun patterns to appeal to the childlike spirit and they are a sustainable company to appeal to the 

idea of consumer and corporate ethical responsibility. Hanna Andersson only offers Hanna 

Andersson product, therefore they are a name brand company. This allows for the possibility of 

strong brand association, which can be excellent for a business if positive brand image is upheld. 

Hanna Andersson provides various apparel and now home fashion products, but they are all 

focused around a central sustainable initiative. Jessica Polonsky, the vice-president of stores for 

Hanna Andersson, claims that 70 percent of the clothing line is made of organic cotton (Yu, 2012). 

Another differentiation of product that Hanna Andersson employs is superior quality. Quality and 

duration of apparel products is vital when dealing with children’s clothing and Hanna Andersson 

claims that they provide apparel held to a standard of “Swedish quality” (Amazon, 2015). 

Product Line is where Hanna Andersson’s competitive advantage lies as an apparel retailer. 

By claiming superior quality and promoting the sustainable and community-centric business 

practices, Hanna Andersson is attempting to stake their own place within the various and highly 

populated apparel marketplace. They occupy a niche, and therefore have a very specific brand image, 

target customer, and appropriate product to present to the fashion world. 

Unfortunately for any company that occupies a niche there are certain tradeoffs that must be 

made. A weakness of Hanna Andersson is that they do not have a wide appeal; specificity is a double 

edged sword. Hanna Andersson has a distinct style that will not be attractive to every consumer. 

Another deficiency of the company is that the higher price range excludes lower income families 



 

 

  

 

 

   

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

  

 

  

  

from their potential consumer pool; the investment aspect of the alleged superior quality needs to be 

better promoted. 

Pricing Strategy Analysis 

Hanna Andersson can be considered a form of specialty store, and their pricing strategy 

reflects that novelty. Hanna Andersson’s price zone falls somewhere between Moderate and Better, 

with an average price of around $40 for girls dresses (Hanna Andersson, 2015a). The price zone is 

appropriate for the target market and the product, as they have a niche market of those people willing 

to pay more for extra durability and the sustainable practices to which Hanna Andersson commits. 

The better price zone is as far as product prices should go as it is the cut-off point for children’s 

apparel in relation to what consumers are willing to pay (Fasanella, 2009). 

According to Hanna Andersson’s website, they have a one-time adjustment policy that states, 

“If an item from Hanna Andersson is marked down within 14 days from your original order date, we 

will gladly offer a one-time price adjustment” (Hanna Andersson, 2015b).This is not without certain 

exceptions, but on regularly priced merchandise it is a standard. This type of price reimbursement 

should not harm the company’s profits and is viewed by the consumer as a sign of honor and 

gratefulness for customer’s business. Relating once again to the brand image Hanna Andersson aims 

for, careful and appreciated customer relationships through pricing is necessary to reaching that goal. 

Promotion Strategy Analysis 

Along with being known for being a sustainable company and using that as a marketing 

leverage point, Hanna Andersson has several other promotion strategies. One of which is related to 

brand image much like their sustainability. Hanna Anderson has a commitment to community and 

gives their employees time off in order to participate in volunteer activities (Yu, 2012). By pairing 

these publicized volunteer events with the sustainable aspect of the brand, Hanna Andersson is doing 

an excellent job at painting themselves as a company that cares, and with a target market of parent’s 

purchasing for children, caring can never go too far. 



 

 

 

   

   

   

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Hanna Andersson also pays close attention to the visual aspect of their promotion materials, 

as seen through their catalog which won an award for catalog design in the 2010 holiday catalog 

division (Multichannel Merchant, 2011). Due to the high quality image that Hanna Andersson wants 

to portray it is extremely important to have aesthetically pleasing advertising. 

Hanna Andersson offers 10% of for new customers (Retail Me Not, 2015). Offering a 

discount to attract new customers is a common promotion, and linking through the popular site Retail 

Me Not is a smart decision when attempting to appeal to the savings-savvy parents doing the 

shopping. Along with publicity and promotions for new shoppers, Hanna Andersson utilizes social 

media to reach current customers and advertise in an engaging and shareable way. Among these 

tactics is the offering of special sales and featured collections through social media (Hanna 

Andersson Facebook, 2015) used to promote and achieve sell-through of certain product. 

Place Strategy 

Hanna Anderson is a multichannel distribution company. Although they are technically 

participating in both online and storefront sales, the full product offering, including extended 

children’s sizes, adult sizes and shoes are only available through their website and catalog (Hanna 

Anderson, 2015c). They have stores throughout the continental United States and are currently 

opening additional stores; five on the east coast are opening soon (Hanna Anderson, 2015c). Hanna 

Andersson’s brick-and-mortar stores appear to only be located within malls (Alfs, 2015; Smith, 

2014). While this is good for exposure, they must be careful in the selection of which malls match 

their higher-quality brand image. 

An interesting place that Hanna Andersson occupies is an Amazon vendor page. There is no 

doubt that Amazon is an incredibly popular and successful retail avenue, but it is worthwhile to point 

out that this is the only third-party channel in which Hanna Anderson participates. All other places 

they occupy are owned and operated by the brand itself. Their mission statement and price zone 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

remain the same, but similar to their brick-and-mortar stores, product offering is limited to children’s 

clothing and accessories (Amazon, 2015). 

The online catalog via the Hanna Andersson website is by far the place with most diverse and 

extended product line offering. As the brand continues to expand it is possible that in-store product 

offerings will expand also, but for now the best place for consumers to see the most depth of Hanna 

Andersson product is online. With the current state of technology being introduced to replace more 

and more activities within the market-place, this may just be a wise decision. Hanna Andersson is 

continuing to operate online while also experimenting with alternative place strategies, and only time 

will tell what works best. 



 

 

 

  

    

  

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

   

  

  

 

  

 

 

     

  

CONCLUSION 

Part 1: Recommendations/Plan of Action 

The choice to be a sustainable, fashionable, and Pacific Northwest-focused company provides 

an intriguing niche for foal + pup to enter. As a small company in its infancy, foal + pup needs to 

take special considerations while planning how business will be executed. In order to experience a 

successful launch and introduce the brand in the best way possible, marketing mix possibilities were 

analyzed and decisions on strategic plans were made for the areas of product, price, promotion, and 

place. These objectives will be detailed in the following sections. 

Foal + pup plans to be organized as a store brand company. All products will be exclusively 

made for foal + pup retail locations. The company will begin with a simple offering of young girls 

clothing and accessories, hopefully growing to encompass boys clothing as the sell-through of 

product and brand equity is assessed. The point of differentiation for foal + pup lies in product 

offering. The mixture of sustainable business practices with northwest culture while remaining to 

offer high quality merchandise is what makes foal + pup special within the larger marketplace. 

Organic materials will be utilized to create clothing that is trendy and nature inspired. Product will be 

the main focus of the brand, with attention to quality and design being at the forefront of the foal + 

pup mission. 

The price zone that foal + pup will be situated in is classified as the lower end of the better 

zone. The better price zone is suggested due to the fact that this zone is the highest price zone in 

which consumers are willing to purchase children’s clothing. The lower end of the better price zone 

is chosen because foal + pup intends to practice penetration pricing in order to breakthrough and 

enter the market. A slightly lower price may yield lesser profit in the beginning, but will also gain 

business as a new and unknown brand. 

Foal + pup aspires to be trendy and relatable. As a small company, promotion will be 

conducted through a grassroots strategy. Social media such as Instagram and Twitter will be utilized 

to generate buzz about the company. Interaction and personalization are extremely important in 



 

 

  

 

   

   

  

  

   

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

   

  

creating meaningful relationships with the consumer. An additional promotion strategy will be the 

sending of samples to popular “mommy blogs” where the product will be featured. This will get the 

foal + pup name circulating among the influential blogging community. Careful attention will be 

paid to the selection of these blogs to ensure that the blogs match foal + pup brand image standards. 

A direct distribution strategy will be employed by foal + pup in order to retain the store brand 

status and form a strong association in the customers mind between product and brand name. The 

product will go directly from manufacturer (foal +pup) to consumer. While this does make exposure 

of a small brand more challenging as product is only sold in foal + pup retail and online stores, it 

also evokes a feeling of exclusivity in the consumer’s mind. This sense of being unique is a necessity 

within the higher price zones. The farthest that foal + pup would consider going outside of direct 

distribution would be a selective-distribution of limited-product lines to retailers that properly fit 

brand image. 

Part 2: Changes Occurring in the Internal and External Environments 

Social/Demographic Environment 

Despite the reality that human behavior is the most unpredictable aspect of the fashion 

industry, it is still the single most important facet. Knowing what consumers expect and even more 

so what consumers want is essential to conducting prosperous business. The market is a lively, 

robust, and diverse place, therefore there are many different areas of demographics that could be 

addressed and met. For foal + pup, two of these social subjects are relevant to current time and place: 

consumer reactions to sustainable products and the emergence of quality plus-size fashion garments. 

One insight into the consumer feelings toward sustainable fashion is the response to natural 

dyes. At Noon Design Studio and Natural Dye House in downtown Los Angeles, Jane Palmer is 

working on improving environmentally friendly natural dyes (Stevens, 2015). Products created with 

natural dyes are gaining popularity in places where caring for the environment is a common concern. 

These dyes are beautiful, vibrant and have drawn the attention of many high-end boutiques in the 



 

 

 

   

 

   

 

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

area (Stevens, 2015). There is belief that if the improvements to these natural dyes are made, that 

these natural alternatives could become competitive in quality with synthetic, chemical dyes 

(Stevens, 2015). Natural dyes are gaining regard among the high-end community. 

Paired with the acceptance of naturally-sourced dyes is the actual willingness of a consumer 

to buy a sustainably produced product. Re-stating an incredibly important demographic statistic; 

Millennials are the most responsive to sustainability actions, an impressive 51% will pay extra for 

sustainable products. (Nielsen, 2014). As Millennials and their children age and take over even more 

of the purchasing power of the market, changes to the way products are made will need to be 

enacted. More sustainable products will need to be offered to meet consumer demand. 

A second area of demographic and social change is the introduction of fashionable plus-size 

clothing for women. The average American woman is technically plus-size, which ranges from size 

14 to 24 (Meltzer, 2014). Many youth-oriented companies, including fast-fashion giants like 

Forever21 and H&M now carry plus sizes, but the newest development is online.  Web boutiques, 

such as Eloquii, aim to provide high quality plus-size clothing based on trends just coming off the 

runway (Meltzer, 2014).  This is a potential target market shift, but one with seemingly positive 

benefits.  New consumer demand also relates to the buying aspect of the industry, manifest in 

deciding which sizes to carry in a line. There is convincing information presented which provides 

good reason to stock more plus-range sizes (Meltzer, 2014). 

Whenever something novel and new pops up in the fashion industry the resulting actions are 

always interesting and complex. The many different branches of the business will have to work 

together to take full advantage of this possibility.  Some companies will likely cling to their current, 

successful brand image, but others will certainly jump on the opportunity to enter a market where 

demand is high and competition is low. 

There are many ways that foal + pup can address these changes in the social and 

demographic environment. In the realm of sustainability, foal + pup begins with a foot up on the 

competition due to the initial and pre-existing commitment to sustainable products and 



 

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

    

  

  

 

   

    

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

environmentally responsible business practices. One way that this can be taken further advantage of 

would be through the promotion of these features. Being a transparent company and giving 

consumers full disclosure of all production, sourcing, and quality standards is a potential strategy in 

promotion of sustainability. Visual merchandisers in foal + pup retail stores could create displays 

featuring environmentally friendly facts about the displayed garments. There are many more possible 

promotional tactics that marketing could take advantage of, including informational hangtags, 

producing promotional materials like catalogues from recycled materials, and so many more. 

The increasing popularity and demand of fashionable plus-size clothing is slightly more of a 

challenge for foal + pup to react appropriately to; it is more of a future plan.  One could argue that 

the size range of children’s clothing should be expanded to echo the trend in women’s clothing. The 

issue with this is that there has been no good research of demand for this kind of product size 

expansion in children’s clothing. It will be something to keep an eye on to watch if demand for wider 

ranges of children’s sizes grows. For now, foal + pup will consider this information for future 

product category expansion possibilities. Many children’s clothing companies produce coordinating 

“mommy and me” lines of clothing pairings: one for the parent and the other for the child. If this 

were something that foal + pup would like to explore at perhaps the 10-year plan range, the 

information on the high demand for quality plus-size women’s clothing would be incredibly helpful 

for foal + pup; the brand image of sustainable and fashionable clothing would need to be 

appropriately translated to women’s wear by the design and marketing teams. 

Technological Environment 

The technological environment of the fashion industry is constantly and rapidly changing. It 

is of vital importance to stay up to date with technology in order to remain relevant and competitive 

within the market. The world continues to search for new, better, and more efficient ways to produce 

items that are used every day. Clothing is in no way excluded from this hunt for new technology, in 



 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

    

 

 

  

    

 

    

   

 

 

 

fact, the textile industry is a huge hot spot for tech talk. Among these textile topics are two central 

ideas: sustainable fiber production and the use of 3-D printing in the production process. 

The future of textiles created from sustainable fibers has been a topic in the spotlight of 

environmental conversation.  The current favorite of the fashion industry is cotton, but it is a highly 

unsustainable plant and the process to create the actual fabric is labor intensive and taxing to our 

world’s ecosystem through the heavy use of chemicals and machinery. Technology is utilized in 

finding new ways to treat fibers, as well as actually playing a part in the creation of fibers. The 

newest developments in natural fiber sources are: banana stems, pineapple leaves, coconut husks, 

and genetically modified strawberry plants, also known as Biolace (McEachran, 2015). Biolace is an 

example of biomimicry, a scientific process where nature and technology work together to provide 

solutions that benefit both people and the ecological system humans share (McEachran, 2015). 

The different sources all yield diverse properties and benefits, allowing for multiple 

characteristics and uses. The fiber made from banana stem is soft and similar to bamboo. Even more 

impressive than that is the research claiming that in the Philippines alone, banana plantations can 

generate over 300,000 tons of fiber (McEachran, 2015). The fabric made from Pineapple leaves, or 

Piñatex, is an environmentally friendly substitute for leather. The clothing company North Face is 

already utilizing a coconut fiber, Cocona, and is using less synthetic fibers as a result. The 

technologically assisted Biolace produce a genetically modified strawberries grow roots that 

resemble a beautiful lace; only it is grown not sewn (McEachran, 2015). 

Currently, foal + pup uses a large amount of organic cotton to produce garments. After 

assessing the new alternative fibers made possible by technology that yield an even more 

environmentally friendly textile, there needs to be serious reconsideration of fiber content in foal + 

pup clothing. Other outdoor-centered companies, like North Face, are using these alternative fibers 

with success and foal + pup will conduct serious research to see if the same success can be achieved. 

In foal + pup’s case, these alternative and environmentally friendly textiles would match the mission 

of the company and be readily accepted and encourage by the target consumer that is served. 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another new production process in the fashion world is 3-D printing. The idea of 3-D 

printing is growing as the printing technology improves and grows more main stream. There has 

been much buzz about the possible use and application of 3-D printed apparel. While the technology 

behind this printing process is not so new, the exploration of opportunity within the fashion industry 

is cutting-edge. Israeli designer Noa Raviv is an innovator in high-fashion, 3-D printed apparel. 

Using technology as a tool for expression through apparel design, she brings new ideas to the 

concept of fashion (Dunham, 2015). 

Raviv incorporates these 3-D printed pieces onto garments through a traditional sewing 

method. “The result is an interface between two- and three-dimensional objects[…]Video of the 

dresses in motion shows how the viewer is caught off guard by the waving lines, not certain as to 

where the polymer, cloth and model start or depart from one another” (Dunham, 2015). Other 

designers have used accessories to showcase their modernity through 3-D printing. The possibilities 

created by the 3-D printing process seem limitless; and it is only a matter of time before more “edgy” 

companies begin to take advantage of this new production process. 

The concept of 3-D printing presents many exciting opportunities for foal + pup. Innovation 

is always appreciated by the young consumer, and as this kind of printing grows in popularity foal + 

pup needs to keep up. Customizability is a huge factor in these ideas. Incorporating 3-D printed 

pieces as accessories within apparel lines is one option, but with such an innovative technology there 

should be more creativity. One idea that would not only encourage relationships with the consumer 

but also provide an interactive draw to the brand is 3-D printing kiosks in foal + pup retail stores. By 

mixing the fun of build-it-yourself responsive retail with technology that children could show off to 

their friends, foal + pup would provide a reason for children to ask their parents to bring them to 

stores. Providing fun and fashion to children while offering a sustainable and quality product to 

parents will always be the goal of foal + pup. 
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FALL/WINTER 2016

FAUX FUR JACKET

FAUX FUR VEST

CFFF-125

VFFH-076

SNGP-843WOODLAND SWEATER



FALL/WINTER 2016

PLAID LEGGING

CABLE KNIT LEGGING

BASIC PANT



FALL/WINTER 2016

FLORAL BELL TOP

CABLE KNIT DRESS CBKD-543

FLLD-843FLORAL DRESS

FLBT-032



FALL/WINTER 2016

FLANNEL SHIRT

BASIC TOP

ANIMAL EAR HAT

FLPS-224

BSFT-054

NAEH-001
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